Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Why Do We Study Interval-Valued Datasets? {#Sec2}
-----------------------------------------

Statistic and probabilistic measures play a very important role in processing data and managing uncertainty. In the literature, these measures are mostly point-valued and applied to point-valued dataset. While a point-valued datum intends to record a snapshot of an event instantaneously in theory, it is often imprecise in real world due to system and random errors. Applying interval-valued data to encapsulate variations and uncertainty, researchers have developed interval methods for knowledge processing. With data aggregation strategies \[[@CR1], [@CR5], [@CR21]\], and others, we are able to reduce large size point-valued data into smaller interval-valued ones for efficient data management and processing. By doing so, researchers are able to focus more on qualitative properties and ignore insignificant quantitative differences.

Studying interval-valued data, Gioia and Lauro developed interval-valued statistics \[[@CR4]\] in 2005. Lodwick and Jamison discussed interval-valued probability \[[@CR17]\] in the analysis of problems containing a mixture of possibilistic, probabilistic, and interval uncertainty in 2008. Billard and Diday reported regression analysis of interval-valued data in \[[@CR2]\]. Huynh *et al.* established a justification on decision making under interval uncertainty \[[@CR13]\]. Works on applications of interval-valued data in knowledge processing include \[[@CR3], [@CR8], [@CR16], [@CR19], [@CR20], [@CR22]\], and many more. Applying interval-valued data in the stock market forecasting, Hu and He initially reported an astonishing quality improvements in \[[@CR9]\]. Specifically, comparing against the commonly used point-valued confidence interval predictions, the interval approaches have increased the average accuracy ratio of annual stock market forecasts from 12.6% to 64.19%, and reduced the absolute mean error from 72.35% to 5.17% \[[@CR9]\]. Additional results on the stock market forecasts reported in \[[@CR6], [@CR7], [@CR10]\], and others have verified the advantages of using interval-valued data. The paper \[[@CR12]\], published in the same volume as this one, further validates the advantages from the perspective of information theory.

Using interval-valued data can significantly improve efficiency and effectiveness in information processing and uncertainty management. Therefore, we need to study interval-valued datasets.

The Objective of this Study {#Sec3}
---------------------------

As a matter of fact, powerful inferential decision making schemes in the current literature use point-valued statistic and probabilistic measures, not interval-valued ones \[[@CR4]\] and \[[@CR17]\], mostly. To enable direct applications of these schemes and theory on analyzing interval-valued datasets, we need to supply *point-valued* statistics and probability for *interval-valued* datasets. Therefore, the primary objective of this work is to establish and to calculate such point-valued measures for interval-valued datasets.

To make this paper easy to read, it includes brief introductions on necessary background information. It also provides easy to follow illustrative examples for novel concepts and algorithms in addition to pseudo-code. Numerical results of these examples are obtained with a recent version of Python 3. However, readers may use any preferred general purpose programming language to verify the results.

Basic Concepts and Notations {#Sec4}
----------------------------

Prior to our discussion, let us first clarify some basic concepts and notations related to intervals in this paper. An *interval* is a connected subset of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbb {R}$$\end{document}$. We denote an interval-valued object with a boldfaced letter to distinguish it from a point-valued one. We further specify the greatest lower bound and least upper bound of an interval object with an underline and an overline of the same letter but not boldfaced, respectively. For example, while *a* is a real, the boldfaced letter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|\mathbf{a}| = \overline{a} - \underline{a}$$\end{document}$, is also called the length (or norm) of **a**. This is the greatest distance between any two numbers in **a**.
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While we use a boldfaced lowercase letter to indicate an interval, we denote an *interval-valued dataset*, i.e., a collection of real intervals, with a boldfaced uppercase letter. For instance, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Example 1 {#FPar1}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf{X}_0$$\end{document}$ in the rest of this paper to illustrate concepts and algorithms for its simplicity.

In the rest of this paper, we discuss statistics of an interval-valued dataset in Sect. [2](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}; define point-valued probability distributions for an interval-valued dataset in Sect. [3](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}; introduce point-valued information entropy in Sect. [4](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}; and summarize the main results and future work in Sect. [5](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"}.

Descriptive Statistics of an Interval-Valued Dataset {#Sec5}
====================================================

We introduce positional statistics for an interval-valued dataset first, and then discuss its point-valued variance and standard deviation.

Positional Statistics of an Interval-Valued Dataset **X** {#Sec6}
---------------------------------------------------------

The left-, right-endpoints, midpoint, and radius $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Definition 1 {#FPar2}
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### Corollary 1 {#FPar3}
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Point-Valued Variational Statistics of an Interval-Valued Dataset {#Sec7}
-----------------------------------------------------------------
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It is worthwhile to note that, Eq. ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) is an extension of ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) and applicable to point-valued datasets too. This is because of that, for all $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Probability Distributions of an Interval-Valued Population {#Sec8}
==========================================================
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On Probability Distribution of **X** with Distribution Information for Each $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Our discussion involves the concept of a probability distribution over an interval. Let us very briefly review the literature first.
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It is safe to assume an availability of a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Definition 4 {#FPar6}
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### Proof {#FPar8}
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### Example 2 {#FPar9}
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### Corollary 2 {#FPar10}
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A proof of Corollary [2](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"} is straightforward too. We have successfully applied the Corollary in computationally studying the stock market \[[@CR12]\].
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So far, we have established practical ways to calculate point-valued variance, standard deviation, and probability distribution for an interval-valued dataset *X*. With them, we are able to *directly apply commonly available inferential decision making schemes based on interval-valued dataset*.

Information Entropy of Interval-Valued Datasets {#Sec11}
===============================================

While it is out of the scope of this paper to discuss specific applications of inferential statistics on an interval-valued dataset, we are interested in measuring the amount of information in an interval-valued dataset. Information entropy is the average rate at which information is produced by a stochastic source of data \[[@CR24]\]. Shannon introduced the concept of entropy in his seminal paper "A Mathematical Theory of Communication" \[[@CR23]\]. The measure of information entropy associated with each possible data value is:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Algorithm 3 provides us a much needed tool in studying point-valued information entropy of an interval-valued dataset. Applying it, we have investigated entropies of the real world financial dataset, which has used in the study of stock market forecasts \[[@CR6], [@CR7]\], and \[[@CR9]\], from the perspective of information theory. The results are reported in \[[@CR12]\]. It not only reveals the deep reason of the significant quality improvements reported before, but also validates the concepts and algorithms presented here in this paper as a successful application.

Summary and Future Work {#Sec12}
=======================

Recent advances have shown that using interval-valued data can significantly improve the quality and efficiency of information processing and uncertainty management. For interval-valued datasets, this work establishes much needed concepts of point-valued variational statistics, probability, and entropy for interval-valued datasets. Furthermore, this paper contains practical algorithms to find these point-valued measures. It provides additional theoretic foundations of applying point-valued methods in analyzing interval-valued datasets.

These point-valued measures enable us to directly apply currently available powerful point-valued statistic, probabilistic, theoretic results to interval-valued datasets. Applying these measures in various applications is definitely among a high priority of our future work. In fact, using this work as the theoretic foundation, we have successfully analyzed the entropies of the real world financial dataset related to the stock market forecasting mentioned in the introduction of this paper. The obtained results are reported in \[[@CR12]\] and published in the same volume as this one. On a theoretic side, future work includes extending the concepts in this paper from single dimensional to multi-dimensional interval-valued datasets.

For readers who want to know more about standardized interval arithmetic, please refer the IEEE Standards for Interval Arithmetic \[[@CR14]\] and \[[@CR15]\].
